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Abstract

computational load unbalance much reduces parallel performance as the concentration of molecules increases. Brugé
and Fornili[4] proposed a load balancing method for one dimensional DDM which partitions 2-dimensional simulation
space along one axis into domains and assigns a domain
to a processing element (PE). Their load balancing method
changes a domain boundary along one axis of simulation
space continuously. Kohring[5] also proposed one dimensional DDM by discretely moving boundary. These methods are, however, effective only for 2-dimensional MD simulations and are not extended to 3-dimensional MD simulations easily, since it is difficult to keep neighboring relationships among PEs regular and the communication overhead
among PEs is extremely large.

This paper addresses a dynamic load balancing method
of domain decomposition for 3-dimensional Molecular Dynamics on parallel computers. In order to reduce interprocessor communication overhead, we are introducing a
concept of permanent cells to the dynamic load balancing method. Molecular Dynamics simulations on a parallel computer T3E prove that the proposed method using
load balancing much improves the execution time. Furthermore, we analyze theoretical effective ranges of the dynamic
load balancing method, and compare them with experimental effective ranges obtained by parallel Molecular Dynamics simulations. As the result, the theoretical upper bounds
predict experimental effective ranges and are also valid on
commercial parallel computers.

For the 3-dimensional short-range MD simulations, we
proposed a dynamic load balancing method (DLB) by introducing a concept of permanent cells to minimize interprocessor communication overhead [6][7][8]. DLB was
proved to achieve computational load balancing among PEs
by 3-dimensional parallel MD simulations on CM-5[6][7].
However, permanent cells restrict redistribution of computational load. This paper describes theoretical upper bounds
of load balancing for MD simulation on parallel computers with different architectures. The experimental DLB effective ranges are obtained by parallel 3-dimensional MD
simulations on T3E[9].

1 Introduction
The Molecular Dynamics (MD) method has been hailed
as one of the important research strategies in physics, chemistry, and material computer design[1]. Simulations on conventional computers are limited to cases of 3 to 6 particles, because of the huge execution time and the limited
memory space. Parallel computers, on the other hand, are
capable of much larger scale and more detailed MD simulations. However, the communication overhead in parallel
computers sometimes prevents high performance parallel
computing. Tamayo et al.[2] applied a Domain Decomposition Method (DDM) to short-range MD simulations and
achieved high performance in parallel simulations. Beazley et al.[3] reviewed the parallelization methods of MD
simulations. They mentioned DDM as one of the efficient
parallelization methods of MD simulations.
Although DDM is an excellent parallelization method,
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
DLB based on permanent cells in DDM. Section 3 shows
implementation of DDM and DLB on a parallel computer
T3E and the parallel performances are discussed in detail.
In Section 4, theoretical effective ranges of DLB are analyzed by estimating the upper bounds of the particle concentration ratio. Section 4 also shows that the theoretical upper
bounds can predict the effective range of load balancing for
parallel MD simulations by comparing the theoretical upper
bounds with experimental effective ranges. Section 5 is the
1

conclusion.

cut-off distance
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2 Parallel Molecular Dynamics Simulation

PE0

2.1 Molecular Dynamics simulation

PE1

MD computes the interaction between particles using
equations of motion. The new position and the velocity of
each particle are computed by the numerical integration of
the classical equations of motion at every time step. The
forces between particles are obtained by the summation of
interactions between two particles.
The interaction between two particles is obtained by the
Lennard-Jones potential as follows,
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Figure 1. An illustrated example of Domain
Decomposition Method in 2-dimensional MD
simulation.

where rij is the distance between the i-th particle and the j th particle.  and  are parameters given for each substance.
The Lennard-Jones potential is one of the short-range potentials, because an increase of rij makes the interaction
very small. This type of potential generally uses a “cut-off
distance” rc . MD simulations compute all forces between
N particles, and require N N , = interactions. Using
cut-off distance rc , the complexity of interaction calculation
is improved to O N by DDM.

(

: particle, molecule

domain as shown in Figure 2 (b) is the best domain shape for
mid-size MD simulations on mid-size parallel computers.
With square pillar domain, PEs are virtually connected as a
2-dimensional torus, and PEs and domains have 8 neighbor
relationships virtually.
Square pillar domain is suitable for DLB as the first step,
because neighboring relationship between domains is simple. Cube domain in Figure 2 (c) is suitable for large-scale
MD simulations on massively parallel computers. However,
the number of neighboring PEs with cube domain is large
and DLB becomes more difficult. From this reason, we discuss DLB using square pillar domain.

1) 2

( )

2.2 Domain decomposition method
DDM allocates domains of the simulation space on PEs.
Figure 1 illustrates DDM in 2-dimensional simulations.
Figure 1 shows an example of DDM in a 2-dimensional simulation space. A space containing particles is divided into
small squares referred to as “cells” as shown in Figure 1.
Each row of cells is allocated to each PE as a “domain”.
In this case, PEs are virtually inter-connected as a ring.
If the size of cells is greater than rc , essential forces between the particles are obtained by computing interactions
of particles within 8 neighboring cells for the 2-dimensional
space. Since interactions between particles are restricted to
neighboring cells, the computational complexity of DDM
is O N . DDM greatly reduces computation time and interprocessor communication overhead.
For 3-dimensional MD simulation, DDM cells are cubic, thus essential forces between the particles are obtained
by computing interactions of particles within their own cell
and 26 neighboring cells. DDM in 3-dimensional simulation space has several domain shapes closely related to
inter-processor communication overhead. Figure 2 shows
three domain shapes in 3-dimensional MD simulations. We
discussed relationships of these domain shapes and communication overhead[8], and we pointed out that square pillar

2.3 Dynamic load balancing method
DLB realizes uniform load allocation on PEs by moving cells among neighboring PEs, that is, cell redistribution.
However, cell redistribution may break the 8 neighbor relationships among the PEs. The PE neighboring relationships
must be preserved because an irregular communication pattern increases the communication overhead. Therefore we
introduce a concept of permanent cells in order to keep the
PE neighboring relationships and to reduce the communication overhead among PEs.
To keep the 8 neighbor relationships among PEs, each
domain should avoid contact with other domains except for
its neighboring 8 domains. DLB classifies cells in each domain into two types: movable cells and permanent cells.
Figure 3 shows a 2-dimensional cross-section of the square
pillar domain and the case of 81 cells’ simulation space distributed to 9 PEs. The permanent cells consist of a row and
a column of cells. They are not redistributed among the

( )
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Figure 3. An example of allocation of cells to
processing elements.

(a) plane (b) square pillar (c) cube
domain
domain
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Figure 2. Three domain shapes in 3dimensional MD simulations.

: cells allocated to
PE(i, j)

neighboring PEs. They make a wall between a PE and PEs
that should not communicate with the PE. Thus the permanent cells maintain the 8 neighbor relationships.
To explain DLB procedure, we consider the case of 9
PEs and 81 cells as shown in Figure 3. PE i; j denotes
the address of a PE. All the cells have their own addresses
as well. Let Ci;j be the cell contained in a domain allocated
p , and a
on PE i; j . A permanent cell is expressed as Ci;j
m
movable cell is expressed as Ci;j . In Figure 3, the PE has 4
movable cells and 5 permanent cells. The cell redistribution
is executed as follows:

cells allocated to
PE(i, j+1)

( )

cells allocated to
PE(i+1, j+1)

( )

1.

cells allocated to PE(i+1, j)

Figure 4. Cell redistribution example for the
case PE i; j has the maximum number of
cells (A PE has  cells initially).

( )

PE (i; j ) sends its execution time of the last time step

3 3

to neighboring PEs.
2.
3.

( )

PE i; j finds the fastest PE (P Efast ) among itself
and the neighboring 8 PEs.

4.

( )

PE i; j decides a cell Csend to be sent to PEfast as
follows,
Case 1: PEfast PE i , ; j , ; PE i , ; j ; or

=

( 1

( )

PE i; j sends addresses of
neighboring PEs.

PEfast

and

Csend

to

These operations are carried out for load balancing among
neighboring PEs to allocate cells to PEs whose computational load is lighter than other PEs.
The overhead of DLB is small so that MD simulations
are able to execute DLB operations every time step. If one
PE receives too much cells from its neighboring PEs, the PE
can return cells to the neighboring PEs during several time
steps.
Figure 4 shows an extreme example of DLB. Let
PE i; j be the fastest PE among 9 PEs. PE i; j is able
to receive cells from 3 PEs as shown in Figure 4. After the
cell redistribution, PE i; j has up to : times the number of cells allocated initially. The permanent cells keep 8
neighbor structure, but they limit computational load redis-

1)

( 1 )
PE (i; j , 1)
m . If
If PE (i; j ) has movable cells, Csend = Ci;j
PE (i; j ) has no movable cells, Csend = 0.
Case 2: PEfast = PE (i , 1; j +1) or PE (i +1; j , 1)
For these PEs, PE (i; j ) has no cells which can be sent,
so Csend = 0.
Case 3: PEfast = PE (i; j + 1); PE (i + 1; j ); or
PE (i + 1; j + 1)
If PE (i; j ) has received any cells from PEfast , then
PE (i; j ) returns one of these cells. For the case of
PEfast = PE (i + 1; j ), then Csend = Cim+1;j . If
PE (i; j ) has no Cim+1;j , then Csend = 0.

( )

( )

( )
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Time step execution time
[second]

tribution of DLB because they restrict direction and number
of cells for cell redistribution. Here we call it DLB limit.

3 Implementation result
3.1 Parallel Computer T3E
DLB and DDM are implemented on a parallel computer T3E [9] to study parallel performances. T3E has
128 PEs, and each PE has a DECchip 21164 (300MHz,
600MFLOPS, 1200 MIPS). DECchip 21164 contains 8KB
of data cache, 8KB of instruction cache, and 96KB of secondary cache. The PEs are connected with 3-dimensional
torus interconnection and communication performance is
2.8GB/second per PE. T3E supports MPI(Message-Passing
Interface) and FORTRAN90, and we use them for implementation. We implement DDM on T3E using a SPMD
type algorithm. Execution time in this paper is measured by
MPI’s function: MPI Wtime.

Time step execution time
[second]

Parallel MD simulations were executed for the case with

: and the reduced denthe reduced temperature Tref

: . The Lennard-Jones parameters are chosity 
sen for the Argon value[1]. Since the reduced temperature
is equivalent to the temperature under the Argon’s boiling
point, these physical conditions simulate supercooled gas
phase. A cut-off distance rc between : and : reduced
distance is chosen for the Lennard-Jones potential in general, here : is used. The system keeps the number of particles N , the volume V , and the energy E constant. The

time step t is 0.064. The temperature is scaled to Tref
every 50 time steps. The boundary condition of the simulation space is the periodic boundary condition. Under these
physical conditions, particles keep concentrating.
Here we represent the numerical methods in our DLB
program and DDM program. The programs use the same
size cells. The size of the cells is equal to rc , or a little
larger than rc . For the numerical integration of the equations of motion, we implemented the velocity form of the
Verlet algorithm[1]. In order to obtain neighbor molecules
for each molecule, the programs compute distances between
two molecules with every combination of molecules within
each cell and its neighboring 26 cells. Our programs recompute and replace the relationships between cells and
molecules every time step.
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Figure 5. Execution time as a function of time
step of domain decomposition method and
DLB domain decomposition method on 36
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N : Number of particles.
C : Number of cells.
P : Number of PEs.
m: The size of square pillar domain’s cross-section. m is
given as m = C 1=3 =P 1=2 , and the square pillar domain has m2 C 1=3 cells.
To discuss parallel simulation performances of DLB and
and m
. In the
DDM, we explain two cases: m
m
case, = of a domain is movable cells. On the
case, = of a domain is movother hand, in the m
able cells. Because the ratio of movable cells in the m
case is larger than in the m
case, DLB has larger load
case than in the m
balancing capability in the m
case.
Figure 5 shows the execution time per time step of MD
simulations as a function of the number of time steps. Figsimulation, and Figure 5(a) is the result of an m
simulation. The solid lines
ure 5(b) is that of an m
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3.3 Execution time
Here we use the following values to explain execution
conditions of MD simulations.
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Figure 7. Square pillar domain for 3dimensional Molecular Dynamics simulations
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(b) DLB-DDM execution time

The execution time Tt depends on the maximum time of
force computing Fmax in both, because of the synchronization among PEs. Differences between Fmax and Fmin of
DDM rapidly increases with the time step in Figure 6(a).
On the other hand, DLB-DDM maintains the small difference between Fmax and Fmin during thousands of time
steps in the simulation. This means that DLB effectively
achieves the uniform load allocation. After the 7000 time
step in Figure 6(b), the difference between Fmax and Fmin
of DLB-DDM increases. This means particles’ concentration becomes too much, and the concentration is beyond
DLB limit after the 7000time step.

=

(DLB-DDM) in the figures show execution time of DDM
with DLB and broken lines (DDM) shows execution time
of DDM without DLB. In both cases, DLB-DDM almost
maintains the same execution time during thousands of time
steps in the simulation, but the execution time of DDM
case, efficiency
rapidly increase with time steps. In m
case. Because the load
of DLB is clearer than the m
case is larger than the
balancing capability in the m
case.
capability in the m
Next, we investigate the force computing time among the
execution time of the simulation. Figure 6 shows the detail
. Figure 6(a) is the detail
of execution time with m
of execution time of DDM, and Figure 6(b) is the detail of
DLB-DDM. The four lines in Figure 6 represent execution
time as follows:
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Fmin The minimum values of force calculation time
among PEs.

Figure 6. Execution time and force calculation time of domain decomposition method
and DLB domain decomposition method on
; N
; C
36 PEs of T3E m

; Tref
: ;  : .
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Fave The average values of force calculation time among
PEs.
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4 Effective ranges of DLB
4.1 Theoretical upper bounds of particle concentration ratio

=4

DLB with the permanent cells much improves parallel
simulation performances for most cases. However, DLB
has limits of load balancing capability, thus the parallel simulation performance of DLB depends on the simulation conditions. Next, we discuss the theoretical boundary of effective ranges of DLB by introducing a particle concentration
ratio.

Tt Execution time of each time step.
Fmax The maximum values of force calculation time
among PEs.
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C0 =C might be smaller than the upper bounds function
f (m; n), when DLB achieves the uniform computational
load allocation. Let’s estimate f (m; n). Average number of
particle per PE is N=P . In the maximum domain, the ratio
of the number of cells containing particles C 0 , C00 to the
number of cells C 0 is given by,
C 0 , C00 = 1 , n  C0 :
(2)
C0
C
If the number of particles in the maximum domain is larger
than the average number of particles per PE, DLB can allocate computational loads to PE uniformly. Then the following inequality is given for uniform load balancing,

: cell (contains no particle)

[m2 + 3(m , 1)2]C 1=3

: cell (contains 2 particles)
: largest allocated area
: particle

(4)



n, C ,

[m2 + 3(m , 1)2]C 1=3 P , C
 fn[m2 + 3(m , 1)2 ] CP2=3 , 1gC0:

[m2 + 3(m , 1)2] , m2
(6)
 fn[m2 + 3(m , 1)2 ] , m2 g CC0 :
Using n[m2 + 3(m , 1)2 ] , m2 > 0, the above inequality
becomes as follows,

Then, f

= + 3( 1)
= [ + 3( 1) ]

(

)=2
=(
)(
= (16 21) (36 81) 1 7

)

= 81

(5)

Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by m2 =C
and replacing C 1=3 =P 1=2 by m, the following inequality is
obtained,

1

= 90



0
[m2 + 3(m , 1)2]C 1=3 P 1 , nC
C  C , C0 ;

First, we show the basic parameters for theoretical performance estimation of DLB. Figure 7 shows a square pillar domain decomposition for MD simulation. Let C be the
number of cells, P be the number of PEs, and m be the size
of square pillar domain as shown in Figure 7. m is given by
m C 1=3 =P 1=2 > .
Next, we introduce several parameters in order to explain
the concentration of computational load. Figure 8 shows
a 2-dimensional example where a PE has maximum number of cells (maximum domain). The maximum domain
contains C 0 cells. C 0 is the summation of the number of
cells in a square pillar domain and all the movable cells
m2
m, 2
in the 3 neighboring PEs. Since C 0
0
2
in the 2-dimensional case, C
m
m , 2 C 1=3
in the 3-dimensional case. Let C0 be the number of cells
in the whole simulation space which contain no particles,
and C00 be the number of cells containing no particle in the
maximum domain. We explain particle concentration ratio in the whole simulation space by C0 =C . Suppose the
case C , C0 cells contains an average number of particles
N= C , C0 . In Figure 8, N
;C
; C0
,
and each cell containing partithus N= C , C0
cles has 2 particles. Let n be the concentration factor
C00 =C 0 = C0 =C  . In Figure 8,
defined by n
n
= = = ' :.
We introduced particle concentration ratio C0 =C and
other parameters to explain computational load allocation.

)

(3)

: domain

( = 90 C =
81; P = 9; m = 3; C0 = 36; C 0 = 21; C00 = 16).

(


nC
0
1 , C C ,N C  NP :
0

The above inequality is transformed into the following inequalities;

Figure 8. Relationships of parameters
C0 , C 0 , C00 for the analysis N
;

=



3(m , 1)2
2
n[m + 3(m , 1)2 ] , m2

(m; n) is given by,

 CC0 :

(7)

2
C0 :
f (m; n) = m2 (n ,3(1)m+,31)

2
n(m , 1)
C
In the cases of m = 2, 3 and 4, we have

f (2; n) = 7n 3, 4 ;
f (3; n) = 7n 4, 3 ;

= 36

(9)
(10)

f (4; n) = 43n27, 16 :

1

(8)

(11)

Then, the following relationship is obtained,

f (2; n)  f (3; n)  f (4; n)
6

for n 

1:

(12)
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Figure 9. An example of a trajectory with an
MD simulation in n , C0 =C space.
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4.2 Experimental effective ranges of DLB
To discuss theoretical estimation for effective ranges of
DLB, experimental effective ranges are obtained by parallel MD simulation with the proposed DLB. Suppose we use
a few actual m values and n , C0 =C space. The theoretC0 =C is a line in
ical upper bounds function f m; n
n , C0 =C space with an actual m value. An MD simulation draws a trajectory in n , C0 =C space by computing
n and C0 =C values every time step. Figure 9 is an example of the trajectory in an MD simulation. In Figure 9, the
trajectory begins from ; and goes up, because of low
temperature and low density, which are the physical conditions in this paper. We can decide an experimental boundary
point in a trajectory of an MD simulation by finding a time
step at which the difference between the maximum and the
minimum of force computing time begins to increase.
Next, we decide experimental boundary points for effective ranges of DLB on T3E. Each experimental boundary
point is the average value of ten executions of parallel MD
simulation. The ten data contain of five initial data, and
an MD simulation with each initial data is executed twice.
Since parallel MD simulations do not guarantee that one
of the PEs has the maximum domain every time, n is estimated by using the average C00 =C 0 of two PEs: one PE
has the maximum number of cells, and the other PE has the
maximum number of cells that containing no particle.
Figure 10 shows the theoretical upper bounds, experimental boundary points and experimental boundaries as a
function of the concentration factor n. Each experimental
boundary point has an error range. The four experimental boundary points correspond to four values of reduced
density  . By applying the least-squares method to the ex-
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Figure 10. Theoretical upper bounds of C0 =C
and experimental boundary points in MD simulations on 36PEs of T3E as a function of n.
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more, the theoretical upper bounds have been compared
with the experimental boundary obtained by parallel MD
simulations on T3E. As the result, theoretical upper bounds
are able to predict actual effective range of DLB.

Table 1. The ratio of the experimental boundaries (E) to the theoretical upper bounds (T)
of DLB.
Ratio E=T

m
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